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Kinny Fibreglass have 

expanded since then and 

are the foundation of two 

subsidiary companies today, 

both of which use fibreglass 

as the primary raw material 

for manufacturing products 

in their respective areas of 

expertise. 

Kinny Fibreglass, our parent 

company, was established 

approximately 30 years 

ago. Based in Ajmer, India, 

it started out by 

manufacturing desert 

coolers along with fibreglass 

and metal playground. The 

company made a name for 

itself in the market because 

of the impeccable quality 

of products.

One of them is Credo; with 

an aim of turning people's 

mechanical lives into a 

vision of loveliness. We have 

been creating stunning, 

timeless designs for garden 

planters, which can now be 

found in diverse interiors.

The Origin Story 



Our initial focus was limited to manufacturing planters for resorts and 

hotels, which expanded because of the urgent need to incorporate 

real greenery in the concrete jungles. Our planters are stylish and 

sumptuous in design, and we believe they enhance your physical 

and emotional well-being by providing comfort and visual harmony.



The Credo Concept

“Credo means credibility.”

The name is derived from the 

'credibility' of the products 

manufactured. Our planters 

showcase excellence in 

craftsmanship which are 

sustainable pieces full of 

character, moulded with high-

quality fibreglass.

“Elegance for every corner.”

The innovative team behind the 

designs makes sure that the 

planters are manufactured 

exclusively and tailored to specific 

requirements without 

compromising on the simplicity 

and elegance. Special attention is 

given to the processing stages, 

product colouring, final finishing 

and as well as to the quality of the 

material used.

“Turn your life into a vision of 

loveliness.”

Our foundation is based on the 

idea of incorporating more 

greenery in somewhat dull and 

monotonous lives of people who 

are only surrounded by machines in 

today's age and time. With an 

addition of a planter in an office 

cubicle or in one's home, the 

dullness is replaced by something 

beautiful and refreshing, and this is 

what Credo stands for.



All our planters are made out of high quality fibreglass which is a strong, lightweight material, without a doubt better 

than timber, steel or plastic when it comes to planters based on factors such as strength, corrosion and more.

The Material

Plastic Steel Timber Fibreglass

Cost
Low maintenance 

cost 

High maintenance 

cost

High maintenance 

cost

Low maintenance 

cost

Impact 

Resistance

Can permanently 

deform or break 

under impact. 

Weak material

Can permanently 

deform under 

impact. Weak 

material

Can permanently 

deform or break 

under impact. 

Weak material

Does not 

permanently deform 

under impact. 

Strong material

Thermal 

Properties

Conducts less heat 

compared to 

Timber and Steel

Conducts heat Conducts heat
Does not conduct 

heat, good insulator

Electrical 

Conductivity

Non-conductive 

i.e. naturally 

shockproof

Conducts electricity. 

Grounding potential

Conductive when 

wet. Isn't 

shockproof

Naturally shockproof

Corrosion

Not affected by 

moisture, no 

corrosion

Subject to 

oxidation and 

corrosion

Can warp, rot and 

decay when 

exposed to moisture

Not affected by 

moisture, no 

corrosion



Products

The grainy surface of Brac Vie 

creates a blur of luminosity 

around itself.

BRAC VIE 

(CP 17.1 | CP 17.2 | CP 17.3)

When a gust of wind passes 

through the flute-like geometric 

channel of this stylishly designed 

planter, it produces a metallic 

tune.

A journey towards the stars takes 

hard work, determination, 

dedication and a never ending 

spirit which was behind the design 

of this pillar shaped planter. 

STAR PLAR 

(CP 1.1)

COR FLUME 

(CP 1.2)



In an upright form, experiencing 

space is not possible, as the 

volume created by squatting is 

unique and so is Opa Summ.

OPA SUMM 

(CP 4.1 | CP 4.2)

Feed your love for the unusual 

with Ual Aler. The surprise will 

excite and awaken your senses; 

listen to the vibrations to open 

your doors to amazing vistas. 

UAL ALER 

(CP 7.1 | CP 7.2 | CP 7.3)

Curves are as beautiful as any 

other shape. Imagine the beauty 

of a skillful creation in your hands - 

small, curved and minimal, that's 

Hipe Des.

HIPE DES 

(CP 2.1 | CP 2.2 | CP 2.3)



Stiletto Sine, a slender form that 

turns and blooms to create an 

elegant shadow. 

STILETTO SINE 

(CP 24.1 | CP 24.2)

The towers are a pathway 

towards the sky, expansion, 

liberation and dispersion, move 

parallel. The tower becomes a 

symbol of hope which is Cav Sli.

CAV SLI 

(CP 6.1 | CP 6.2 | CP 6.3)

Without compensating and 

compromising on the shape and 

size, Rou Compe makes life rich 

by connecting the network of 

consciousness into beauty.

ROU COMPE 

(CP 5.1 | CP 5.2 | CP 5.3)



Frames are channels of endless 

possibilities surrounding the inside, 

Tube Tun is the same. 

TUBE TUN 

(CP 12T)

A frame carries the shadow of the 

room easily, it's more than a room, 

it's Tube Rok.

A tube of air carries the sun 

wherever it goes and shines 

eternally. Tube Sun will hold you 

by letting you go.

TUBE SUN 

(CP 12S)

TUBE ROK

(CP 12B)



The feel and the look of Plane 

Terra opens your heart to 

opportunities.

PLANE TERRA

(CP 30.1 | CP 30.2)

A shallow surface doesn't offer 

depth, only minimum refraction, 

but if one looks carefully, Fi Bule 

reflects the world within.

The print on the skin of the narrow 

belly of Coe Sco becomes a 

reservoir.

COE SCO

(CP 27.1 | CP 27.2)

FI BULE

(CP 26.1 | CP 26.2)



A simple formula of gratitude and 

a miracle unfolds, which is Grad 

Uttra.

GRAD UTTRA

(CP 31.1 | CP 31.2)

When the intangible becomes 

visible, the creation of Full Cus is 

complete.

FULL CUS

(CP 29.2 | CP 29.3)

The rectangular pool of Si Clau is 

the canvas as well as the tapestry.

SI CLAU

(CP 28.1 | CP 28.2)



Our planters are designed with a unique inbuilt water system aiming to provide proper plantation and clean 

surroundings. The remarkable system has an outlet knob to drain the waste water inside the planter as per the user's 

convenience. 

The Water System

Sand

Water Storage Pipe

Water Outlet

Detachable

Outlet Knob

Hollow

Lower water consumption

Keeping the weight of the planter to 

a minimum level which helps in 

transportation or moving the planter

Keeping surroundings clean

It helps with:



Portfolio

“When abstract becomes concrete.” 

- Acetech Ahemdabad, 2014



“It's the small things that matter the most.”  

- Acetech Delhi, 2016



“Everything becomes clear as a day when you deal in white.”

- Wonder Cement, Nimbahera



Credo is currently shipping its products in almost all the states of India.

Distribution

Mumbai Business Development Manager +91 91161 08469

Delhi

Bangalore

Chennai

Business Development Manager +91 91161 08468

Ahmedabad Business Development Manager +91 91161 08470 ahm.sales1@credoworld.com

Channel Partner +91 98452 93515

Channel Partner +91 99620 04743

Credo World 

Samirmal Compound, Near Bhainsa Complex, 

P.R.Marg, Ajmer (Rajasthan), Pin-305001

Facebook - @credoplanters

Instagram - @credoplanters

Twitter - @credo_planters

Phone: 0145 2432303 | M.: +91 96100 75000 

Email: info@credoworld.com

Website: www.credoworld.com

sachin@luxaire.in

delhi.sales1@credoworld.com

mumbai.sales1@credoworld.co

neil.sheth@yahoo.com
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